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JXTG and BYD Sign MOU on Collaboration to Develop a Circulation Model for EV 

Bus Batteries 

 

JXTG Holdings, Inc. (President: Tsutomu Sugimori; hereinafter “JXTG”) and BYD Japan, Co., Ltd. 

(President: Liu Xueliang; hereinafter “BYD Japan”), a Japanese subsidiary of BYD Co., Ltd., 

announce that the two companies have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on 

collaboration to develop a circulation model (leasing, reusing and recycling) for EV bus batteries. 

 

Storage batteries, such as lithium-ion batteries, are expected to be used in various fields, e.g. 

power sources for EV, flexibilities for variable renewable energies, emergency power supplies in the 

event of disaster, etc. On the other hand, reusing and recycling systems for these batteries have not 

been developed yet, because of its difficulty to evaluate them due to the complicated structures and 

characteristics. 

 

JXTG Group has operated the electric power business, which is expected to utilize storage batteries 

in the future and held metal recycling expertise. BYD has held high technology and expertise of 

storage batteries since BYD’s establishment and kept the world’s top share in EV sales for four 

consecutive years since 2015. 

Combining these strengths, the two companies will work to develop a circulation model for EV bus 

batteries. In the circulation model, both companies will lease storage batteries installed in EV buses 

to bus operating companies (first use), collect storage batteries used in EV buses and reuse them 

as stationary storage batteries (second use), and divide them after second use into material level to 

recycle them as new material (third use). 

 

In order to develop this circulation model, the two companies will launch a demonstration test of EV 

bus operation in collaboration with bus operating companies from the spring of 2020 and collect 

necessary data (driving data, deterioration rate of batteries, etc.) to develop a lease business for EV 

bus batteries. In addition, the two companies will carry out a reusing test as stationary storage 

batteries with the second-hand battery from the EV bus operation test. BYD Japan will also supply 

used batteries to this test. Starting of this collaboration, the two companies will take a step toward 

the realization of a circulation model and aim to develop this model (including recycling technologies 

and operations) by 2025. 

 

The two companies contribute to the sustainable recycling-oriented society through the circulation 

model of “leasing, reusing and recycling” in the storage batteries filed. 

 

 


